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About This Game

MORGENSHTERN: easygame is a dynamic fighting game in which you have to fight with different opponents using martial
arts techniques. You are waited by ten interesting fights with absolutely unpredictable opponents.

Corrupt bloggers, rappers and other personalities will meet you during the game. Each subsequent fight is more difficult than
the previous one. The number and strength of the enemy will increase, but at the same time you'll receive new abilities that can

help win a victory.
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Use different combat tactics, defend yourself or move away from strikes and attack, successfully choosing moments. Your
opponents will constantly try to stand in your way or kill you! But this isn't a reason to stop, because strong-willed people (such

as Morgenshtern) don't give up!

Features:
-Good music from MORGENSHTERN

-Full and realistic graphics
-Unique gameplay, worked out fighting animations.

-Various opponents
-The style of the main character

-Morgenshtern - the main character !!!
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Title: MORGENSHTERN
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
easygame
Publisher:
easygame
Release Date: 13 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Win 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 450

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

Additional Notes: You may need to update the driver for your video card and sound card

English,Russian,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Ukrainian
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Can't decide if it wants to be a platformer or a bullet hell.

Fails both attempts.. Fun arcade game. Simple controls working pretty good with gamepad. Tried only single player and felt
really intense, pretty sure the multiplayer must be awesome. Fun, fast paced, casual driving game.

It's realy cute how the anime character sticks her but out when taking sharp curves.

I appreciate the Linux support. if you're using a controller you can only use left and right to cycle through options and
in the first minute of the irst level i got several pop up tutorials, one almost every time i moved.. Simple consept
however controls are difficult to get used to. Lacks polish and the game just doesn't look good. Very impressive,
looking foward to future updates. a good few hours of gameplay as is. exploration of diffrent passing ships is spot on!.
Legitimately one of the best point-and-click adventures I've ever played. TSIOQUE (pronounced something like
"Chock,") is a short but thoroughly delightful adventure that just drips enthusiasm for the oldschool without
becoming a punishing slog like some of its spiritual forebears.

The premise is simple: As Princess Tsioque, outwit and escape your stupid goblin captors and overthrow the wizard
leading them. Timing is occasionally tricky and you can --okay *will*-- die, followed by a quick rewind, but you'll find
the tools and magic to see it through. A couple early puzzles break traditional adventure game mechanics without
warning -- you have a bit of magical ability and can trigger some other things to happen in your environment at a
distance -- but overall puzzles are fair and hit that sweet spot of challenge where you'll figure it out just before you're
about to tear your hair out. It's especially funny outwitting the goblins.

Throughout, everything is hand-animated and just oozing care, heart, and a genuine love for adventure gaming. Fans
of Kings Quest will feel right at home, but also appreciate the spirit of good faith the game works in, contrasted against
the spirit of adversarial opposition from older games who made a side-industry out of selling their own walkthrough
guides. And while the tried-and-true adventure tradition of advancing the story by making peoples' lives a living hell is
as true here as ever, there's a clear chain of intentionality driving you from one task to the next. In that respect, it
really feels like the work of a veteran developer.

Anyone who loves classic point-and-clicks or even imagines that they might ought to give TSIOQUE a try. The team
here have created something really special.. haHAA people discover Scoop is S tier and then he gets a premium skin
hahahah just a coincidence though haHAaahaha just like Leon's 4 skins HAaahHahaHHHa where is Nibb's skin tho
hahahaa probably just an accident hahahahaa. Despite the deep hues, this game feels more approrpriate for the Spring
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season than Autumn. I’m not sure why that is, but I correctly trusted my gut. I ended up finishing this well into the
summer, mostly due to IRL obligations and my desire to find every gem & scientist.

I love this game because there’s less emphasis on killing organisms and more importance placed on navigating the
environments to save humans from perishing. I have to commend Q-Games for that direction, something that I wish
wasn’t so rare in the contemporary videogame landscape.

PJSU is known for its system of utilizing fluid dynamics and the way the water/lava/gasses/etc. interact with each
other. It’s a brilliant concept wonderfully executed with a visual style that won’t grow stale as the years go on (though
the sample-ridden soundtrack is a bit cheesy for my taste).

As with plenty of games, the bosses feel largely incongruent with the joy elsewhere. Although they're rather
fascinating, the difficulty spike for most of these are just awkward and painful. Maybe I would have enjoyed them
more had there been a checkpoint at each phase, but repeating their whole cycles upon every death was just tiresome,
especially ALF: 0N50 and its patricular weak points.

There's no doubt that I'll come back to this title in the future, because it's such a satisfying game.. it NOT cool
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Simple game with simple mechanics.
For the few hours of gameplay it offers it isn't bad, but it's nothing special either and the way it ends doesn't really help, as I felt
like I had been trolled after seeing the last screen.
Still, I did have a good enough time with it before the end that I can recommend this game as something to play, but only if it
can be had for very cheap like during a sale or in some bundle.. its not worth 20 $ for a poorly optimized game and a building
simulater. I do recommend this game simply becaues the concept is too fun to miss out on,but i have a problem.Simply said the
game is too laggy idk if its from me or the server or something else but i would love to see a fix,. This does not work do not buy
it unless he fixes it by DALLAS THAT WORKS THIS DOES NOT!. It's a decent indie tower defense with multiplayer. I think
it's a good game and fun, graphics aren't very good and some imbalance issues and difficulty defending buildings and managing
troops. But overall, at its core, a good game. I like it. Multiplayer is dead but wife and I still liek to do 1v1 battles against each
other. 7\/10. Horrible textures, horrible jumpscares, horrible background story, EXTREMELY horrible voice acting...
When will the next chapters be avaliable? :D. So far this game has been fun. Lot's of quests and interesting planets to discover.
Very similar to No Man's Sky, but feels more alive than that game had felt.. Short Version: This game, althrough better that it's
successor, is way too short and uncreative for a $13 dollar entry price.

Length: This game too me around an hour to complete, but that was extended 20 minutes because  I didn't see a puzzle piece on
the roof in the second room and since I had an issue with  the brain in the third room not allowing the key to come out of the
dummies body. Also, I spent 10 minutes shooting the gun and buildiung the robot in the spawn room. So what essentially is a
40-50 minute game should not cost 13 dollars for puzzles that do not offer anything new or too interesting.

Puzzles: Some of the puzzles were cool. None of them took much thinking which, for me, is what makes escape room games
fun. While the puzzles were fairly simple, they were sometimes fun to solve. I will not go into depth just in case of people not
wanting to know what puzzles they should be looking out for in the game.

Why do I not recomend this: I know I liked some of the puzzles, but none of them were unbelieveably cool. If the game was a
little longer, the puzzles were a little bit more though provoking, or the game a little bit cheaper I would have recomended it, but
that is not the case.. I bought it, wanted to support the game and I like how the bolter looks :)

Stats are all the same as normal bolter & knife people who say this game is pay to win are probably the most unintelligent
individuals I've come across, and yes you can equip things on the weapons. Thanks for reading!. Simple mix of puzzle and
strategy (money management). Worth a try.
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